Invited commentary: maternal effects in preterm birth--effects of maternal genotype, mitochondrial DNA, imprinting, or environment?
Preterm birth is an important public health problem. A wide range of risk factors has been investigated, of which the strongest established is a woman's previous history of preterm birth. In this issue of the Journal, Boyd et al. (Am J Epidemiol. 2009;170(11):1358-1364) and Svensson et al. (Am J Epidemiol. 2009;170(11):1365-1372), using data on singleton livebirths from national birth registers linked with multigeneration databases, found evidence that maternal genetic factors impact on the risk for preterm birth, whereas paternal and probably fetal genetic factors do not. Possible caveats include missing information, the range of maternal risk factors included in the analyses, possible misclassification of these risk factors, and possible vertical transmission of microbial flora or behaviors from mother to daughter. Weinberg and Shi (Am J Epidemiol. 2009;170(11):1373-1381) build on the evidence regarding potential mechanisms underlying the heritability of preterm birth from these 2 and other studies, to evaluate the comparative ability of different study designs to distinguish among these potential mechanisms. These studies have different strengths, and a portfolio of studies of different designs and with more detailed phenotyping than previously done will be needed to probe further the etiology of preterm birth and thereby provide tools for its control.